Palm Print Capture

4 Image Capture

Submitting 4 images will include the left and right full palm prints with the corresponding left and right writer’s palm for a total of 4 images, as seen in the 4 image capture example below.

6 Image Capture

In capturing palm prints, accuracy is affected by incorrect image orientation. Live capture palm images should be captured as closely as possible to an upright, vertical position.

Submitting 6 images will include the upper and lower from each hand with the corresponding left and right writer’s palm for a total of 6 images, as seen in the 6 image capture example below.

IMPORTANT! When submitting 6 images, be sure to include the area of the upper and lower palms where they overlap as seen in the 6 image capture example.

4 Image

- Left Full Palm
- Right Full Palm
- Left Writer’s Edge
- Right Writer’s Edge
- Orientation

6 Image

- Left Upper Palm
- Right Upper Palm
- Left Lower Palm
- Right Lower Palm
- Left Writer’s Edge
- Right Writer’s Edge
- Orientation
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